
Safety 
safety 
/ˈseɪfti/ 

Learn to pronounce 
noun 

1. 1. 
the condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk, or injury."they should leave 
for their own safety 




Now that we have looked into the background of why and how to properly build athletes, how do we 
build safety? I have chosen to discuss the safety issue last because I believe to really target it properly 
it’s imperative we look into the biology and psychology, discussed previously. I believe coaches, parents 
and trampoline park owners simply do not understand what safety really entails and are falling for the 
tricks as outlined earlier. Some have alternative labels, their own abstractions you could say, that are not 
as accurate as they may think. I believe they are only looking at the moral concept and failing to 
recognize the reality in biological terms. Everyone wants to preach safety but have no concept of what 
that even means. Others are simply wielding the spear of safety as a political tool to protect their 
territory, without  tangible motivation for the concern of others as a primary or secondary factor.


If you don’t understand biology, you won’t realize that preaching safety (ie. telling people to be safe) does 
nothing but land on deaf ears. You have to take action and sell safety. You need to create a maze of 
safety so they don’t even realize they are being safer. No one wants absolute safety so for someone to 
buy your ‘safety’ service, you need to make them want it.


People falsely assume that safety is the “number one priority” when someone randomly preaches it and 
that those who do not speak this ideology all day every day are somehow immoral. 


Saying you care about safety means nothing! 

Long time supporter, Mr Larry Lindauer, PhD in Safety & Health, shared a great article from 1924 that 
discusses the biology of what safety is actually about. Larry has been instrumental in advising and 
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analyzing our work from the beginning and we wanted to say thank you to him 
and all of our other supporters and mentors that helped create this book.


I will warn you that some of you may not like this chapter because it will target 
safety in a way that is unconventional and not well understood. It is factual 
from a biological and psychological perspective. I will end the story by outline 
how the Freestyle community has utilized the different lessons in this story and 
I will provide our injury statistics. Buckle Up… 

Reality of Safety:

In 1924, Albert Whitney wrote a paper about safety entitled, “SAFETY FOR MORE AND BETTER 
ADVENTURES.”  The paper discusses  safety within the car industry and outlined how worker safety was 
not a big priority for the business owners. Injuries were high and the concept of safety training was just 
getting started to some degree. The paper goes into detail on the reasons we have such an amazing life 
today. Human beings are voyageurs and pioneers, looking to explore the world  and learn about our 
environment and ourselves along the way. These dangerous explorations allowed humans to learn and 
benefit from the risks of those before them. The world is a direct paradox of the notion of ‘absolute 
safety.’ 


Whitney goes on to discuss how safety is NOT everyone’s “Number 
One Priority” as people often claim. If it was, that would infer we 
should never explore or try anything new. In other words, every 
action we take has a risk element, we just need to identify the risks 
and make an educated decision if the risk if worth it. Would you 
want to just sit at home doing nothing all day, which is of course 
the safest thing to do in the short term,  but not necessarily the 
long term. If you sat at home all day you would have a new array of 
potential injuries, such as bed, sores or muscle atrophy. The reality 
about safety is that as soon as you ‘solve’ one issue, a new one 
arises and it becomes a never ending story. I like to describe this as 
my ‘Wack-A-Mole’ analogy, the game where every time you hit one 
mole that pops up through a hole another one surfaces. Research 
has shown that as safety has increased, humans have become 
weaker in many regards, making them susceptible to other injuries. Some research shows that increased 
vaccinations over the last few decades can potentially make children more susceptible to infections by 
‘over-protecting’ them, similar to how research by Dr Dan Olweus’ suggests that the over-protection of 
children increases their chances of being bullied. Other research disputes this argument so there is 
always two sides to explore. 


To Read The 1924 Paper Please Click Here: https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/
10.2105/AJPH.15.3.223?fbclid=IwAR3pMrPKm3Z41xmeISLWSuSN-kLdzVp_9vevR7oc-
TDJU9K4jmUJgShPknE& 

https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.15.3.223?fbclid=IwAR3pMrPKm3Z41xmeISLWSuSN-kLdzVp_9vevR7oc-TDJU9K4jmUJgShPknE&
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.15.3.223?fbclid=IwAR3pMrPKm3Z41xmeISLWSuSN-kLdzVp_9vevR7oc-TDJU9K4jmUJgShPknE&
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.15.3.223?fbclid=IwAR3pMrPKm3Z41xmeISLWSuSN-kLdzVp_9vevR7oc-TDJU9K4jmUJgShPknE&


Another biological issue with increasing safety that is known as the “Peltzman Effect” which suggests 
that people typically adjust their behavior in response to the perceived level of risk, becoming more 
careful where they sense greater risk and less careful if they feel more protected. In other words, the 
safer the equipment or gear becomes, the more chances athletes will take.  They are almost lulled into a 
false sense of security. Although usually small in comparison to the fundamental benefits of safety 
interventions, it may result in a lower net benefit than expected, which demonstrates that as safety 
measures are increased, people will purposefully act more reckless. When the government increased 
safety regulations in automobiles, people found a way around the rules. 


In 1973, American Congress proposed a Bill making it mandatory to have to an automatic interlock seat 
belt so that the car would not start unless the driver’s seat belt was fastened. It did increase the usage of 
safety belts from 7% to 48% which is amazing and saved many lives! That’s a real Maze!  However, 
people didn’t like the concept of forced safety measures. There were so many complaints about their 
lack of freewill that they petitioned Congress to repeal the Bill. 


By way of example, it has been observed that motorists drove faster when wearing seatbelts and closer 
to the vehicle in front when the vehicles were fitted with anti-lock brakes, both unsafe practices. Today, 
automobiles have in its place an annoyingly constant beeping sound; which from personal experience I 
can tell you really helps [laugh]. General Motors is now talking about bringing back the auto-lock seatbelt. 
Here we go again… As discussed in the Psychology Chapter, you should not be surprised at this point in 
the book. When you force regulations on creatures, they find a way around them no matter if it actually 
makes them safer. Freewill beats safety every time in the long run.  

This is vividly obvious in acrobatics. The new generation has taken training into their own hands the 
same way traffic controls have been relatively unsuccessful in preventing all traffic injuries or deaths 
(please see references). When you implement a strong safety control, 
that appears to take away a person’s rights to choose (freewill), 
people will tend to try and circumvent the control. As coaches 
began cracking down on training protocols in the name of safety, 
the athletes gravitated out of the gym and into unstructured 
programs, such as their own backyards and trampoline parks, 
avoiding the restrictions.  Parkour is founded on the idea of no 
restrictions to body movement. 


This is why the FTA has taken a middle approach right from the 
beginning and are not jumping on the ’preach safety’ bandwagon 
with these new young athletes. That would just make them think 
we are like everyone else. We had to standout to gain trust.


Simply put, people inherently agree to the dangers of life by simply existing, as mentioned in the 
Introduction and the SAQ Chapter. The ‘gambling’ circuit is way stronger than the safety circuit of the 
Neocortex. Critics who preach that safety is an absolute concern are projecting their personal fears of 
having to ‘clean up’ the injuries or being affected by them and are not listening to the reality of what 
biology tells everyone else to do. Much research has been done on the psychology of why people agree 
to participate in a “culture of risk” (this is what some call “Gymnastics”). 


x-dictionary:r:'Behavior?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Seatbelt?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Anti-lock_braking_system?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'


Behavioural motivations can be broken down into two categories: 

1) Athletes who have low self-esteem or who, for other reasons, are vulnerable to group demands and less 
able to withstand pressure to sacrifice themselves for the group 

2) Athletes who see sport as an exclusive mobility route and for whom mobility demands an extreme 
commitment to achievement and a willingness to make great personal sacrifices as they strive for 
achievement ~  Hughes & Coakley, 1991, p. 312 

The reason I picked this citation is because they are actually specifically discussing gymnastics in the 
paper, not other high risk sports (please see references). Every athlete, at any point in time, has consciously 
taken a risk by accepting the challenge of participating in the sport for one reason or another. As 
mentioned in the Motivation Chapter, I am clearly using acrobatics as a vehicle for success outlined in 
number 2. Based on my experiences, most highly competitive athletes are in this category. Beginner 
level athletes looking for a community of friends tend to be in category 1. As it is currently substantiated, 
the historical aspect of the sport was great at the community aspect as we saw in the history of all 
acrobatics. We seem to have gotten wrapped up in mathematical ideals and forgotten that people like to 
bounce due to more than one reason. The fun in acrobatics has been lacking and I do not think fun 
necessarily equals danger. It is about how you approach it. We Will describe how we have approached 
this new sector trying to be as safe as possible later in this section.


The literature indicates that ALL acrobatic sports have a high level of risk. Biology says people don’t 
want absolute safety, they want adventure and they want a loving community, but you need education to 
reduce the risk. This education, however, does not necessarily need to take the form in one particular 
way. What is “safe” to you, is not the same as what is “safe” to someone else, also discussed in the 
Psychology Chapter. For this reason, ‘safety’ is not actually a solution in a sense and we need another 
method to helping reduce injuries. 


I propose that everyone get involved in helping parks and garden trampoline athletes speaking their 
language. I will go into more details about how to do that later on.


Crunching the Numbers:


Now that we have discussed some of the biology, let’s crunch some numbers and see what the real 
injury rates are across all sectors. After speaking with many critics it is clear that the data is not very 
clear so I will try to summarize all three sectors and compare the relative injury rates based on the 
available research in the references. All research presented below is documented at the end of this story 
and I highly encourage you to look at each one specifically. You will see that the numbers provided 
below are accurate and are verified by external researchers and acrobatic industry professionals who 
specialize in safety management. Like anything, each number represents something slightly different but 
I believe it provides a good overview of the relative risks across all sectors. 




Let’s start with traditional Artistic Gymnastics: Research shows that 
Olympic level gymnastics can have injury rates as high as 86.4/1,000 
exposure hours, which is extremely high. This basically means that for 
every 1,000 hours an elite gymnast trains they will have 86.4 injuries. That 
is an extreme case however and most athletes are not elite athletes. I 
simply wanted to start with the highest measure as it will put the other 
stats into perspective. 


The Center for Injury Research and Policy, in Columbus Ohio, states that 
there are 3,000,000 gymnasts in the USA alone between the age of 6 and 
17 who do gymnastics, with over 25,000 hospital visits per year. That 
equates to an injury rate of 8.3/1000 exposure hours for a typical 
gymnast. Mid-level competitive traditional gymnasts average around 
7-15/1,000 exposure hours depending on which article you read. Every research article referring to 
competitive gymnastics indicates injury rates are within these ranges but also claims that it is often due 
to coaches pushing athletes for results, thereby naturally increasing risk. A few articles discuss how 
recreational gymnastics can be closer to 2.5/1,000 exposure hours. That is the lowest injury rate for 
artistic gymnastics I could find.


So Traditional acrobatics seems to be our starting point and it seems the high level of risk is due 
primarily to the concept of basing the community around high level competition where athletes and 
coaches will willingly take on that risk to keep their vehicle to success chugging along. Competitive 
trampoline specifically is not well documented as most research goes to garden trampoline. Please see 
references. 


Trampoline parks have a terrible reputation that the media feeds to the masses on a regular basis. Flight 
Trampoline Park reported 388 injuries in one year and made headline news. The issue is that when the 
numbers are crunched, due to the large volume of jumpers going through the parks every day, the 
relative injury rates are not what many may expect. With 388 injuries in a year and roughly 150,000 
jumpers going through the park, it equates to an injury rate of only 2.5/1,000 exposure hours (150,000 
jumpers /388 injuries x 1000 = 2.5/1,000). This is the same rate as a recreational gymnastics program and 
not far off from the Traditional trampoline study at 2.3/1000 exposure hours.  


In 2012, Utah emergency professionals reported that 52 hospital visits 
were directly based on several jump centers (parks) in the area. Even if 
there was only one small trampoline park and all the injuries came from 
that one park the injury rate would still only be roughly 50,000 jumpers/
52 x1000 = 1.04/1,000 exposure hours. We also speak to parks that 
have had 8 hospital visits in 4 years. One of the biggest parks in the 
world that I spoke to recently explained they have approximately 25,000 
jumpers per month and reported 8 hospital visits in 3 months (equating 
to 300,000 jumpers a year and 32 hospital visits in a year). That equates to 
0.106/1,000 exposure hours. Having worked with parks around the 
world teaching staff, managers and owners how to be safe, in a way 
they can actually understand and apply, gives us a large network of 
insider information. 


Having spoken with leading insurance companies and professionals on both sides of the coin the 
general consensus is that the claim made by the Traditional side is based on fear of losing their belief 



system and not on actual facts. Based on the information that has been gathered by the parks and the 
International Association of Trampoline Parks (IATP) through the park operators and insurance 
companies, the missing piece of information is the concept that injury statistics are primarily based on 
relative population size. Traditional clubs have far less participants than the trampoline park sector so 
they will naturally have larger absolute numbers, but the relative numbers are quite similar, if not better 
due to a lack of high pressure competitive situations.  

There are a few parks that have very high injury rates and insurance is cracking down on them so they 
will be slowly phased out, or closed down. And yes, this should be done. However, coaches shouldn’t 
fear the entire trampoline community will collapse due to some media hype about a few injuries here and 
there. Yes, people have died in trampoline parks, as well as Traditional gyms; please do not forget that 
people get injured in everyone’s backyard! 


Critics may claim that all trampoline parks 
should be shut down but with these figures 
it is clear that you would have to eliminate 
competitive Olympic Artistic Gymnastics 
before you should shut down trampoline 
parks if it is in the name of ‘safety,’ not just 
a political chess game for more resources. 
Many see a catchy headline such as 
“Everyone Dies At Trampoline parks” and 
then assume it is correct.


If you want to get to the heart of safety, you can’t fall for the media or for your own biases. 

Now, what about the Garden Trampoline (GTramp) community? A large portion of these injuries are from 
young children accidentally double bouncing each other with no clue of what they are doing, compared 
to the athletes that actively participate and train every day in Freestyle Trampoline as a “sport.” In the 
next chapter we will see the reality of injury rates in garden trampoline with those who take it seriously 
such as athletes. First let’s see what some available data tells us about recreational use.


The issue with the data from the Gtramp sector is that it is very broad. It describes how many people 
were sent to hospital from any injury on a garden trampoline. There is no way to quantify how the injury 
actually happened as most athletes occur when a parent isn’t watching.  The truth often gets twisted in 
the to protect or benefit the injured and those on their side. 


One interesting study compared trampoline park injuries to garden trampolines since the introduction of 
trampoline parks in Canada in 2012. The ‘Electronic Canadian Hospitals Injury Reporting and 
Prevention Program’ (eCHIRPP) has cumulated data from locations across Canada and reported that 
injuries requiring a trip to the hospital from a garden trampoline totalled 968 between 2012 and 2016. 
That would equate to roughly 10x the amount of injuries in a garden compared to a trampoline park that 
had only 101 injuries reported to the program in the same time period. 


To demonstrate how unrelated the data is for average garden trampoline use let’s look at the statistics 
from Journal of Paediatric Orthopaedics Study who claims $1 billion was spent on trampoline related 
injuries.  They also say that 95.1% of injuries occurred at home. Of course anyone who reads that will 
automatically skip the Neocortex and jump to fear-land. 




However, with a logical lens it is clear that anyone with a dog can jump on a garden trampoline and get 
injured. That does not mean it is the ones who take on the garden trampoline community as a sport. It is 
too new to know what the actual injury risks are with garden trampoline as a sport as it has never been 
positioned as a sport until now.


So if we took these statistics and tried to draw a general conclusion it would have to be something like 
this: 


Traditional  Artistic Gymnastics will have the highest injury rates due to their focus on competition. 
Garden trampoline sector with actual athletes will come second place due to lack of supervision 
and education. Trampoline parks come in third and are the safest option as they do not force 
athletes to ‘battle’ it out and do provide a safer option than the garden. This is why we do most of 
our events in a trampoline park. It seems to be the happy balance between both sides of the 
spectrum between control and anarchy [laugh]. 

There is a great deal of information and statistics out there but the point of this story is not to crunch 
numbers so if you look in the references you will see the different research studies that indicate the injury 
rates of each sector. When you actually average out the numbers for relative market size, the facts show 
that there is no inherent injury in a piece of equipment, but in fact it is the reasons for doing the activity 
determine the injury rates. Activities are not inherently dangerous, the way activities are approached can 
be dangerous though. The research indicates that the injury rate is more predictive of the reason 
you are doing the sport, not necessarily what environment you do it in. 

From our research through references and practical experience it is clear that any form of competition 
increases injury rates. For example: One of my old coaches pushed me to keep doing pommel horse 
even though I was telling him my wrists had a sharp pain. He basically told me to “Suck It Up” and when 
I got it checked out with a doctor, it turns out that my Scaphoid bone in my hand had been dislodged on 
both hands due to overuse. For several months I had to go to physiotherapy every few days to get them 
to ‘pop’ the bones back in and do ultrasound. You need to be tough, but you need to build the 
toughness Step-By-Step and as we saw in the SAQ, Traditional acrobatics is not doing that effectively as 
they think.


If acrobatics wanted to really keep athletes safer, they would actually take out competitions at the higher 
levels, reduce their occurrence or reduce the pressure placed on winning. I know what you are thinking: 
“That is crazy!” However, ‘if’ safety is really the target as claimed by political groups, then the research 
clearly indicates that is a great way to do it. Education without competition.  

I specifically asked my coaches if I could simply train and not compete when I was younger and they 
said “NO!” If I was not willing to represent them on the national and international stage they had no use 
for me (indirectly). It seems that as of recently the community is under a revolution where creatures want 
to use the trampoline under their own terms, but some individuals don’t want to give up their sport, 
claiming things like - parks and gtramp has killed their insurance and our registrations. 


I do believe the issue is they don’t want to share their sport or have it change. They don’t want to help 
the backyard or tramp park kids as they are a threat to their way of life. They want things to remain the 
same.  If you are going to preach safety then you need to offer a solution. 




We have reached out to many gymnastics and trampolines centers and asked them to start a ‘freestyle’ 
class to get these kids some level of education and out of the backyard. Some have started to listen and 
launch new programs not aimed at competition, just education.  I applaud them!  


Unfortunately far too many say “NO” and turn a bind eye, then complain about the freestyle communities 
safety reputation.  Some claimed it didn’t make economic sense when we asked them to reach out and 
offer a one hour a week class to local gtramp kids. I fear if they don’t start sharing, they will slowly lose 
their market. I suggest we make it more of a community and keep the competitions informal and market 
them as more of a “game,” not a hierarchical fight to the top.


I have no problem with a hierarchical fight to the top; I find it fun and I have sustained my own injuries 
due to this fight, both inside and outside of the gym. However, the issue for the critics is that fighting to 
the top stands in the face of safety which they claim is their "number one priority.” You can’t have it both 
ways; pick one. Either you are willing to injure 
yourself for a medal or you are more concerned 
with safety. The Freestyle athletes are basically 
making the same calculation so how different are 
you really?  


So to subconsciously crunch numbers in your 
favour in attempt to take away freedom from 
others due to a psychological territorial 
dispute seems a bit biased… 

Competitive sports have increased rates of injury documented repeatedly by scholars no matter how you 
look at it. When you combine the biology discussed earlier with the ‘Peltzman’ effect and the exploratory 
nature of humans under their hedonistic frame one answer is clear: 


If you want to ‘actually’ increase safety and keep your athletes, while attracting new customers, you need 
to make the barrier to entry lower for potential acrobats. You need to go to them and give them a value 

they can’t refuse or they will simply go around you like any creature will. 

Start Value Trading! 

FTA Injury Rates:

Now that we have gotten that biology and the real statistics out of the way we can discuss our own 
injury rates at our events within this new emerging community. With the FTA we have been in operation 
since January 1st 2018 and have run 27 events through the FTA to date with at total entry of 518 
athletes. Each athlete has an average of 6 hours of jump time per event totalling 3,476 accumulated 
hours of jumping with only two injuries needing hospital intervention. Other minor occurrences reported  
were one sore knee, one pulled muscle, one small cut not requiring stitches, one slightly sprained ankle 
and one pulled shoulder muscle; however, each athlete continued jumping that day or within 3 days and 
was validated by a paramedic before or after the event. Therefore we do not include bumps and scrapes 
in our injury report. Traditional acrobatic researchers indicate anywhere from 7-10 days off post-injury 
consists of an documentable injury for research purposes.




One athlete sensationalized an injury for social media views but after speaking with the parents there 
was no actual injury and it was just a pulled muscle and the athlete continued jumping immediately. The 
only injuries that actually occurred at any of the events that required hospitalization was one athlete who 
fractured his ankles on a bad landing on a traditional competitive trampoline and one athlete who hurt 
his meniscus, being a younger, unconditioned athlete. 


The FTA will openly admit there have been 8 ‘close-calls’ with questionable landings that could have hurt 
the back, head or neck. Each one was a minor scare but each athlete continued jumping after we told 
them to stop the dangerous skill. Because of the rapport we have built up with the community they 
listened to us and we were able to prevent 8 major injuries.


Given the above information we have had two official injuries, a torn ankle ligament and a torn meniscus  
out of  competitors; making the event injury rates: 2/3,476 = 0.00057 x 1,000 = 0.57/1,000 jump hours. 


The larger events the FTA endorses, such as the GTGames, invites 50 athletes to a fun and friendly 
competition that is more focused on ‘fun’ and meeting one another that actually competing. They jump 
for approximately 6 hours a day for 3 days straight.


We have obviously done an additional 25 events before we officially launched the FTA as well as have 
done events that are not officially part of the FTA and have had no injuries besides a few pulled muscles 
and aches and pains. In reality we have had roughly about 850 athletes compete at our events all 
bouncing 12 hours per event on average as many events are over two or three days. This more abstract 
figure equates to 10,500 hours of jump time over the last few years with only two medium level injuries 
requiring hospital intervention. 


That equates to an injury rate of 0.19/1,000 hours. We have reduced the injury rates by focusing on 
creating a community that plays games such as #TrampChamp and #GTGames compared to fighting for 
a medal at a world cup or the Olympics. 


We are looking to compare the freestyle community safety strategy to a competitive strategy to see if 
there is a difference in injury rates. We launched the #GRTFreestyleFrenzy SuperTramp Battle series 
that allows athletes to compete for a cash prize of $1,500. As researchers, we needed to identify if injury 
rates would increase if you were to take the same community but change the competition format to a 
‘Battle’ style event. Out of the three SuperTramp Battle events we did with 62 athletes, with 15 hours of 
jump time per athlete, we had zero injuries. We were actually quite surprised the rates were so low to be 
honest, but pleasantly surprised. That is 930 hours of jumping doing Quintuple and Sextuple flips with no 
major injuries. 


One flaw in our research is that we have already set 
the foundation of this community to take competition 
lightly and to simply have fun and make friends so we 
are not sure if the ‘Battle’ style competition format will 
yield any results that show it is more dangerous as 
seen with Traditional acrobatics. Personally I do not 
need to do the research to that level. I would rather 
test the waters a bit but keep that foundation of family 
values and cooperation within our community 
compared to what other sectors may be doing…




I know the sceptical readers will simply want to look at what we can prove so that is why I separated the 
25 events under the FTA from the overall events that I can prove through our website provider and 
clients but the overall message I want to get across is that the injury rates at these events are 
astronomically lower than what many think. We have the proof now after two years. 

It has taken a few years to properly accumulate this 
data but it is factual and we have been saying 
everything in this story from the beginning to many 
deaf ears. To rub the point in even further ask yourself 
a simple question: 


If Freestyle events were destroying children’s lives 
why would we even be able to have over 50 clients 
agree to the events? Why would several billion dollar 
companies be offering to work with us? Why would 
parents and kids keep coming to the events?  Why 
would investors be opening their wallets to it if the 
facts actually showed they would be more dangerous 
than all other sectors?


We believe we can continue with this low injury rate into the future. I understand this is a relatively small 
sampling of data, however, we believe it is important to show the figures as we grow so that even if the 
path that the FTA has taken based on the research in not as effective as we imagine in the long term, we 
can at least properly demonstrate the facts for the next generation to learn from so they can make 
adjustments. 


The FTA is an organization trying to harness education, not competition. Competition seems to be 
dangerous and education seems to be safer so that is the direction we are going with the new 
generation of “Flippers.” This is how we start selling safety to a new audience. 

How does the FTA ‘Sell’ Safety? 

Several years ago we started going to trampoline parks to help 
educate the owners on how to manage their parks more 
efficiently and how they can reduce their injuries. We began by 
taking the approach I was taught through my years by being 
commanding and acting more like a dictator claiming they 
were dangerous and they must do X,Y and Z. We got tossed 
out really quickly. 


We knew we were right, just like the critics ‘know’ they are right 
and the parks were ignoring the facts but it did not matter 
because we were not able to influence their behaviour no matter how ‘right’ we thought we were. We 
needed a new approach; one that actually changed their behaviour. At this time we had garden 
trampoline manufacturers approaching us for safety advice as well as the parks. Manufacturers were 

“I Don’t Want Your Safety 
Program! I’m already safe!



trying to inspire safety regulations as well. We kept hearing the same thing when we sat down with the 
lawyers at ASTM and other boards: “We can’t provide education because it makes us more liable.” Like 
mentioned earlier, people are more concerned about not taking responsibility rather than actually 
keeping everyone safe with education. 


An interesting fact to note is in 1985 the USGF Safety Manual was released but just four years later the 
1989 edition had to be drastically watered down. Why?


The original 1985 manual outlined how foam pits in gyms should be at least 6 feet deep and had very 
strict rules and regulations about the size and volume of foam, how to safely operate them; not even 
seen in the 2017 edition today. Our supporters who have very direct affiliation with this document tell us 
that the lawyers advised that they reduce the safety standards on purpose because they were too strict 
and people were holding them accountable for every little minor deviation, which in a number of ways 
made them open to more lawsuits. They had to make the hard decision to reduce the safety standards 
so they did not get sued into the stone age…


Jack Kelly, the British Gymnastics ex-Head Coach told us a story in England that follows the same train 
of thought. Apparently in the 70’s there was a coach who pushed the athlete’s too fast and caused an 
injury. This injury was the coaches fault however due to building code regulations the coach was able to 
disappear and the federation took the hit. This particular club was not meeting standards set out by the 
British Gymnastics Federation and the lawyer realized this and focused on blaming the regulators of that 
facility, not the coach. Since British Gymnastics was responsible for setting the safety standards they got 
implicated in this lawsuit for a gym owner’s negligence. This is why the USGF and the federations safety 
manuals have become less ‘specific’ as there is no fool-proof way to enforce all gyms comply.


As you can see this safety argument is way deeper than moralistic 
notions of absolute safety. It gets into ethics and morals and 
capitalism and is woven in the fabric of human civilization and 
history with no clear answer. All sectors of acrobatics tell us that 
“Lawyers have our hands tied.” 

So, we needed a new approach. We needed a Maze. Everyone 
was tied up and unable to actually educate anyone due to taking 
responsibility. Coaches can hide behind the insurance policy of 
their federation, but federations have nowhere to hide so they hide 
by changing the format of the safety standards to something more 
presumptuous. No one wants to clean up other people’s messes 
obviously so what is to be done?


We first asked ourselves what each sector wanted. What was the value trade? It was not safety! The 
parks wanted more money through publicity to keep their investors happy. Some also wanted education 
but that education had to appeal to their choice of delivery methods that clearly some coaches had not 
done too well. The garden trampoline kids simply wanted events so they could come together as a 
community and have a purpose. They needed a community to belong to.




So we merged these two sectors together.  

Here is How:  

1) First we gained the trust of both communities. We started sharing their videos even if they landed 
questionably. We did not make any safety claims or mention anything about safety purposefully because the 
children did not want to hear about safety. We actually tried. We did a few clinics simply catering to the 
garden trampoline sector and tried to give them safety awareness. It was clear they just wanted to bounce 
and when I started talking about safety they tuned out really fast. We needed to have them see that safety 
mattered with a value trade. We couldn’t just preach safety or they would lump us in with all the other critics 
who they learned to ignore. We had to be incognito if we wanted to make any change in their behaviour. 

2) We started sharing more videos and the Traditional community hit us hard to the point and we received 
threats and criticisms across the board. We went to visit an athlete in the hospital who was paralyzed in his 
backyard and were then blamed for that injury, stating we were promoting skills too difficult for these athletes 
to attempt.  What those critics didn’t realize was that boy was a very qualified athlete who competed since 
the age of 6 in martial arts and gymnastics. They just saw an opportunity and pounced because that’s what 
creatures do when they are fearful. We knew that the research was quite clear and that we needed to just 
stick the course, giving up now wouldn’t help anyone, so we just fought back and stood up for the Freestyle 
community even harder.  We knew there was a better way to help them. We sent some of the hateful 
comments to the kids and their parents as a way to prove to them we were on their side, because we really 
were. It would take a few years however but we were willing to keep fighting knowing the results would be 
worth it. That was what the research was telling us at least. 

3) Next, we started doing events in trampoline parks. They wanted more publicity and we wanted the Freestyle 
athletes to have better supervision as one of our safety objectives. It was a great symbiotic relationship. The 
parks started doing more events and we started getting the children out of their back yards and in a 
supervised environment. The critics told us we needed to get these children being supervised by a coach 
and that is what we did. I oversaw every event and I was by the trampoline stopping children from going past 
their limits and throwing mats.  

4) We knew that when we left, the children would just go back to the unsupervised backyard so we created 
sponsored teams. These teams would partner with brands that we went out and got for them. The park would 
be one of the sponsors and would give these children a place to train for free if they kept going to our events 
and making posts tagging them for social media. At this point we were getting athletes out of the backyard 
and into supervised facilities all over the world on a regular basis. A huge step in the right direction. 

5) The more events we did the more messages we got asking how to do certain skills. We then made tons of 
free online tutorials that discussed different skills the children were asking for and put them on YouTube for 
free to see what their reaction would be. They started asking for conditioning programs and we gave them 
the ones that are in the back of this book. A full year long conditioning program is also available for free on 
the FTA website. They asked for advice and started sending in videos of their training and I would go through 
each one and give corrections and pointers. It was under their own volition which as mentioned before 
means their retention would be much higher than if we crammed it down their throats.  

6) Then we began to have them start coaching with us. We used their social media stats to have the clients now 
bring them in to do coaching with us. They got a bit of cash and a free trip to a new country and learned from 
us directly. Now we have athletes trying to set up their own clinics and are actually making tutorials for parks 
on their own accord without us asking them.  



7) Now we have athletes helping us with the GRT Network App and part of the proceeds will go towards them 
creating new tutorials and educational content for other young athletes. They are also going on national 
television spreading the word of safety and again, it was their own idea, not ours. We simply created the 
Maze around them knowing what the result would be if we simply gave them cheese to go through the Maze. 
Friendships, sponsorships, traveling, events and even some money was their  cheese and it works great. 

8) We launched #FreestyleFreddy on Instagram as a way to reach the young kids who had not even really 
started training for Freestyle Trampoline. ‘Freddy' is a funny, cute stuffed animal that kids can identify with 
and he walks through his training program on social media offering training progressions and facts about the 
places we travel. No child is going to read this book and our social media already has a set plan and we have 
never deviated, besides adapting in certain ways, so we needed another Maze. Follow 
@FreestyleFreddy_Official to see the pathway he is taking for this community.  

9) We are now doing regular events and staff training as a combination package for parks all over the world that 
symbiotically brings both of these worlds together. Many parks do not think they need training but once they 
bring us in for an event they tend to be easily sold on extra training so we stick around and work with the 
staff.  

10) Now we are bringing in the parents and volunteers that help create more events for these athletes and by 
having the parents involved who know our safety objectives we can target these children from more than one 
angle. We have made a full parent guide to Freestyle Trampoline discussing the points brought up in this 
story as well as outlining ways they can get involved. When they register for an event, they get a copy 
emailed to them for free to educate them on our intentions. We have effectively surrounded them with 
brands and parents who are safety aware and can help enforce more educated bouncing techniques even if 
they want to do it on their own in their home. They are doing it on their own and they are better supervised 
with educated parents and have brands helping them who want the extra attention. It’s a Win-Win-Win. 

11) We have launched a mentorship program where athletes can mentor a younger local athlete once a week 
with education and just ‘brotherly’ advice to help the new generation. It is picking up traction as the 
community builds. 

12) We have athletes create their own events and we bring in a CPR and first aid certification expert to teach the 
athletes what to do in case of emergency prior to the event and get them certified.  

13) We position events as entertainment shows for the better athletes. They are explicitly told to reduce their 
intensity for the show and to focus on creativity, not difficulty and they understand why. We tell them it is the 
same reason Cirque Du Soleil will only have athletes perform at 70% of their max capacity. It reduces injuries.  

14) We have athletes hav a mandatory spotter with a throw mat at the trampoline for their major combos.  

15) We take the time to discuss with all the parents the safety concerns and have a parent guidebook that 
outlines ways their kids can be safes possible when training at home within this community. Download a free 
copy here: https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4a84da_353d5179f21a419195e4550da1780fe6.pdf?index=true 

16) We bring in Traditional Trampoline Coaches to help with events to demonstrate the nature of this new 
community. We have open discussions with leaders of the Traditional acrobatic industry who help guide us.  

17) I always give them a speech about not being reckless before event event in front of the parents along with 
our waivers and the parks waivers that clearly outline our intentions and the parks intentions and risks of 
injury.  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4a84da_353d5179f21a419195e4550da1780fe6.pdf?index=true


18) We talk to our athletes and the community to learn what they want. We learn why they want it and how they 
can be involved in helping the greater community. It is not a dictatorship. It is an investment.  

19) We give out “spirit” awards to community members who are not the top athlete but show the best attitude 
and uphold community values. It is not a blood-thirsty competition, its a gathering of friends.  

20) We are openly documenting this ethology project so that even though this may not work long term, I want to 
record what actually happened so the record is clear along with our injury statistics and we will continue to 
properly record out injury statistics. We do not know the guaranteed answer to safety as many are looking for. 
I hope the Biology behind safety clearly describes why this is futile. I simply want you to know what we have 
done.  

21) Now, local media has picked up the trend and these events are growing very quickly. The community is 
gaining International status from articles written in the New York and LA Times, the Steve Harvey Show and 
countless other papers and networks; being officially called “The Sport of Freestyle Trampoline, Born On 
Instagram.” That just increases the need for safety and education in their eyes because they do not want to 
get hurt on live television at our events in front of major brands. They may not have realized what we were 
doing but we suspected that bit of extra social pressure from TV networks and big brands would actually 
slow down their reckless behaviour and therefore increase their safety, working in conjunction with our 
efforts to repeatedly remind them that our events are not about winning; it is all about having fun and 
showing off your sport. 

22) Training Programs at FTA Events. We now are able to attract a much larger crowd at our safety ad skill 
development sessions after a Freestyle Trampoline event. The athletes now see the value in education due to 
the measures we have taken and are much more likely to listen.  

We are consistently modifying safety considerations and picking strategic locations that offer safer 
environments. We are still researching new ways to increase safety. This is simply a demonstration of the 
major actions we have taken in the last few years at our events to promote safety. I know we do not talk 
about it openly but that is simply because we needed to make sure it worked before we discussed it. I 
hope this chapter and the overarching story demonstrates their is more than meets the eye with this new 
community.


Earlier I mentioned how we positioned the events as a team effort to show the world what their belief 
system was. They have effectively done that or at lest shown that they have the ability to do that with or 
without us involved after just a few short years by utilizing the psychology in this story. They are now 
running heir own events under our guidance and they are learning quickly to become fully responsible 
contributors to the acrobatic industry. 

True to the 1924 paper, the FTA has been successful in creating an educational platform for the new 
generation of ‘flippers.’ We do not encourage them to purposefully jump recklessly and are inspiring 
them to take their bouncing seriously by propping their community up in the media with brands as a 
sport.


The FTA has had only two mid level injuries at our events over the last few years besides a few bumps 
and pulled muscles and will continue to grow and put the education in the hands of the new generation 
as the 1924 suggests. I hope that you can see that safety is not something you can do or not do, but is 



actually more of a method of how to approach life and any new situations that come along with it. The 
FTA will keep building with our objective to keep inspiring all new generations of Freestyle athletes to 
take learning into their own hands in the most effective way but we do ask for more experienced 
coaches to get out of their cave and help us build this new generation.


These Freestyle athletes are here to stay so let’s welcome them and try to share our wisdom with them 
rather than trying to shun them and ignore them; only proving to make their athletic careers more 
dangerous. 


There are no skills or pieces of equipment that are inherently 
dangerous, only states of mind.


     USGF Safety Manual 1985


